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Part Three : A Rural Crafts & Trades Bibliography

This section forms Appendix Eight of the main project report, but is bound separately here as a Part Three for convenience of reference and handling.

Similarly, Appendix Three : The Directory, is separately bound as a Part Two.

This Bibliography has been prepared under the terms of the Project Brief, i.e. an England-wide survey, which therefore (with a few exceptions) specifically excludes Welsh and Scottish detailed studies.

The format adopted here conforms with the core baseline upon with this study has been developed viz. Jenkins, J. Geraint. 1965. Traditional Country Craftsmen, Routledge & Kegan Paul (revised 1978). The selection of crafts and trades for inclusion here follows the listings used in that study, which has also been followed by the Questionnaire & Survey used for the consultation with museums in order to gather collections information.

The collections held at the Museum of English Rural Life at Reading include not only objects and archives but ‘the country’s leading library for the history of agriculture and rural life’ where much of the material listed below may be consulted. For access etc, see www.merl.org.uk.

The Bibliography was compiled in November/December 2007.

JOURNALS & PERIODICALS

British Agricultural History Society
Ceramic History
Chronicle of the Early American Industries Association
Costume
Country Life
Countryman
Economic History Review
English Folk Dance and Song Society (founded 1932)
Farriers’ Journal
Folk-Lore (founded 1890)
Folk Life
Furniture History
Heavy Horse World
Industrial Archaeology
Man (founded 1900)
Journal Manx Museum (founded 1924)
Pewter Society
Pottery Quarterly
Scottish Studies (founded 1957)
Social History Curators
Tools and Trades, Journal of the Tool and Trades History Society
Ulster Folklife (founded 1955)
Vernacular Architecture
Woodworker

BIBLIOGRAPHY: General
Anon. 1968. Select List of Books and Information Sources on Trades, Crafts and Small Industries in Rural Areas, Council for Small Industries in Rural Areas.
[includes: country crafts, clay and plaster, glass and crystal, horn, leather, metal, natural fibres, stone, reed and straw, underwood, wood and miscellaneous]
Anon. 1982. Traditional Crafts in Britain, Reader’s Digest Association Ltd. [includes clogger, copper, chairmaker, rake maker, trugger, wheelwright, woodturner]
Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


Collins, E.J.T. (ed) 2004. *Crafts in the English Countryside: Towards a Future*, Countryside Agency. [includes the horse industry, wheelwrights and wheelwrighting, the ironworking trades, the greenwood crafts, pole-lathe turners, basketry and building crafts]

CoSIRA, Council for Small Industries in Rural Areas, 1968. *Select List of Books and Information Sources on Trades, Crafts, and Small Industries in Rural Areas*. Publication no. 79


Filbee, Marjorie 1982. *Cottage Industries*, David & Charles. [includes lacemaker, baskets, pottery, leather, metal]


Green, J.L. 1915. *Village Industries*, The Rural World Publishing Company,


Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades

Harvey, John 1975. *Medieval Craftsmen*, B.T. Batsford. [includes stone, clay, timber, metalwork]


Moxon, Joseph 1703. *Mechanick Exercises: or the doctrine of handy-works*, Midwinter & Leigh. (3rd edition)

Nicholson, John 1825. *The Operative Mechanic and British Machinist*, Knight & Lacey.


Parker, J.F. 1946. ‘Old Bewdley and its Industries’ in *Trans Worcestershire Archaeological Society*.


Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


Quinn, Tom & Felix, Paul no date. *Last of the Line, Traditional British Craftsmen*, David & Charles.

Quinn, Tom & Felix, Paul no date. *The Art of the Traditional Craftsmen*, David & Charles.


Rural History Centre, University of Reading, 1998. *Paintings, Prints and Drawings: Guide to the Collections*.

Rural History Centre, University of Reading, no date. *Drawings of Carts, Waggons, Ploughs, and Mills*. Typescript catalogue.

Rural Industries Bureau Collection: archive collection held at MERL, includes collection of press cuttings and photographs [1936-38] of rural crafts and industries [hay rake making, blacksmithing, osier basket making, wheelwright, hurdle making etc]


Sibbit, Christine 1968. *...bells, blankets, baskets and boats...*, survey of crafts and industries in Oxfordshire, Oxford City & County Museum.


Stannard, John 1979. *Norfolk Craftsmen*, Boydell Press. [includes broom, charcoal, wheelwright]

Stephens, H. 1844. *Book of the Farm*, Edinburgh. (5 editions between 1844 and 1908)

Stowe, E.J. 1939. *Crafts for Rural Schools*, Longmans. [includes hay rake, hurdle, sheep cages, straw leasing, thatching]


Tomlinson, C. 1858. *Illustrations of useful arts, manufacturers and trade*, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.


Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


Winstanley, Michael (ed) 2000. *Rural Industries of the Lune Valley*, Centre for North-West Regional Studies, University of Lancaster. [includes textile, stone, slates, basket]


WOODLAND CRAFTS: General


Preece, Patricia 1987-88. ‘Woodmen of the Oxfordshire Chilterns, 1300-1800’ in *Folk Life*, vol. 26, pp.70-77.
Preece, Patricia 1995-96. ‘Tent peg making in the Oxfordshire Chilterns during the 1939-45 War’ in *Folk Life*, vol. 34, pp.57-63.

**Woodland Crafts: Chair Bodger**
Filmer, Richard 1985. ‘Pole Lathes and the Chiltern Chair Bodger’ in *Period Home*, vol. 6, no. 5, May 1985, pp.31-34.


**Woodland Crafts: Clogger (clog sole maker)**


**Woodland Crafts: Wattle Hurdle Maker**


**Woodland Crafts: Hoop Maker**


**Woodland Crafts: Charcoal Burner**


Woodland Crafts: Thatching Spar Maker
Draper, Jo 2002. Pots, Brooms and Hurdles from the Heathlands, Verwood & District Potteries Trust. [thatching spar maker, pp.22-4]
[thatching spar maker, pp.39-41]

VILLAGE WOODCRAFTS: General
Coventon, W. 1953. Woodwork Tools and their Use.
Durst, Alan 1938. Wood Carving, Studio Publications.
Ellis, G. 1921. Modern Practical Joinery, Batsford.
Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


**Village Woodcrafts: Osier Basket Maker**

Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades

Arnold, J. 1953. The Countryman’s Workshop, Phoenix House. [basket maker, pp.55-64]
Crampton, C. 1924. Cane Work, Dryad Press.
Firth, Annie 1901. Cane Basket Work: a practical manual on weaving useful and fancy baskets, L. Upcott Gill.
Hughes, G.B. 1953. Living Crafts, Lutterworth Press. [basket maker, pp.105-111]
Wright, Dorothy, 1959. *Baskets and Basketry*, Batsford. (Republished 1972)

**Village Woodcrafts: Spale Basket Maker**

**Village Woodcrafts: Trugger**
Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


**Village Woodcrafts: Bowl Turner**


**Village Woodcrafts: Spoon Carver**


**Village Woodcrafts: Rake Maker**


Stowe, E.J. 1948. Crafts of the Countryside, Longmans Green. [hay and drag rakes, pp.72-75]

Village Woodcrafts: Gate Hurdle Maker
Arnold, J. 1953. The Countryman’s Workshop, Phoenix House. [hurdle maker, pp.75-86]
Derrick, F. 1950. A Trinity of Craftsmen, Chapman and Hall. [hurdle maker, pp.82-93]
Edlin, H.L. 1949. Woodland Crafts in Britain, Batsford.

West, C. 1989. ‘How to grow a hurdle-maker’ in *The Countryman*, vol. 93, no. 4, pp.50-3. [Charles West, Dorset, hurdle maker]


**Village Woodcrafts: Broom Squire, Besoms, Brush Makers**


Fitzrandolph, H.E. 1921. ‘Broom-making in Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire’ in *Journal of Ministry of Agriculture*, vol. 28, no. 5.


Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades

Manners, J.E. 1976. ‘New brooms to sweep clean’ in *Country Life*, vol. 159, 4107, 18 Mar, p.704. [Hampshire besom making]

**Village Woodcrafts: Cooper**


Jenkins, J.G. 1957. ‘The Cooper's Craft’ in *Gwerin*, vol. 1, no. 4, December 1957, pp.149-60.


**Village Woodcrafts: Coracle Builder**


Edlin, H.L. 1949. *Woodland Crafts in Britain*, Batsford. [coracles, pp.142-143]


Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


**Village Woodcrafts: Wheelwright**


Evans, George Ewart 1970. *Where Beards Wag All: the Relevance of the Oral Tradition*, Faber & Faber. [Chapter on recollections of Percy Wilson, wheelwright of Witnesham, Suffolk]

Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


Hennell, T. 1936. *Change in the Farm*, Cambridge University Press. [waggons and carts, pp.27-37]


Liddie, John A. (ed) no date. *The Diaries of George Bird*, Centre for Local History, University of Nottingham, Record Series No. 3. [George Bird, wheelwright, diaries span period 1862-1883]


Scott, James B. 1884. *A Short Account of the Wheelwrights’ Company*, privately printed. (Reprinted 1887; abridged and revised 1961 as *A Short Account of the Worshipful Company of Wheelwrights*)


White, J.N. 1949. ‘The wheelwright’ in *Agriculture*, vol. IV no. 9, December, pp.392-394.

**Village Woodcrafts: Chair Maker**

Bethell, Hal 1987. ‘The Saintly Philip Clissett’ in *The Countryman*, vol. 92, no. 4, pp.79-84. [chaimaker]


Marshall, Norah 1956. ‘Craft with Progress’ in The Countryman, Spring, pp.69-72. [a visit to Edward Gardiner’s workshop, chairmaker]


Sparkes, I.G. 1975. The Windsor Chair, Spurbooks.


**METAL & STRAW CRAFTS: General**


**Metal & Straw Crafts: Blacksmith**


Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


**Metal & Straw Crafts: Farrier**

Fleming, G. 1869. *Horseshoes and Horse-Shoeing*, John Childs & Son.
Miles, W. 1877. *A Plain Treatise on Horse-Shoeing*, Longmans Green. (7th edition)
Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


**Metal & Straw Crafts: Brass founder**

**Metal & Straw Crafts: Pewterer**
Evans, T.F. 1936. *Hammered Metalwork*, University of London Press.
Homer, R. 1995. ‘Exeter Pewterers from the 14th century to about 1750’ in *Devonshire Association for Advancement of Science, Literature & Art*, vol. 127, pp.57-79.
Watson, V. 1999. ‘Reading Pewterers and Braziers: their history and times’ in *Journal of the Pewter Society*, vol. 12, pp.16-35.

**Metal & Straw Crafts: Thatcher**


Dodds, L.V. 1929. ‘Straw thatch as a building material’ in *The National Builder*, October, pp.86-87.

Elson, M. 1959. ‘Norfolk Reed: a village industry’ in *The Village*, vol. 14, no. 2, pp.53-56.


Rural Industries Bureau, no date. *Thatching Specifications.*
Smith, David 1978. ‘Some Flat-roof Thatch Survivals, in Folk Life, vol. 16, pp.74-77

**Metal & Straw Crafts: Lip-Worker**

**Metal & Straw Crafts: Straw Plaiter**
Austin, J.G. 1871. *The Straw Plaiting and Straw Hat and Bonnet Trade,* Luton.
Inwards, H. 1922. *Straw Hats, their History and Manufacture,* Pitman.
Ministry of Agriculture 1923. ‘Straw ropes and straw envelopes’ in *Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture*, vol. 30, no. 4, pp.331-42.


**Metal & Straw Crafts: Clock & Watch Maker**


Daniell, J.A. 1951. ‘The making of clocks and watches in Leicestershire and Rutland’ in *Transactions of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society*, vol. 27.

**STONE AND CLAY CRAFTS: General**


**Stone and Clay Crafts: Clay Pipe Maker**


James, R.E. 1966. ‘The Broseley Clay Pipe’ in *Pottery Quarterly*, vol. 8, no. 32, pp.89-94]


**Stone and Clay Crafts: Brick Maker**


Nash, W.G. 1966. *Brickwork: 1*, Hutchinson Educational. [basic principles of the craft of bricklaying]


Rosser, Peter 1962. ‘On the trot’ in *Countryman*, 59(2), Summer 1962, pp.264-6. [reminiscences of a Hampshire brickmaker between the wars]


**Stone and Clay Crafts: Potter**

Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades


Holland, W. F. 1958. *Fifty Years a Potter*. [Fremington]


**Stone and Clay Crafts: Stone and Monumental Masons**


*Portland Stone*, 1933. South Western Stone Co. Ltd.


**Stone and Clay Crafts: Dry Stone Waller**


**Stone and Clay Crafts: Slater**


Dobson, C.G. 1952. *Roofing Slates and Tiles: an introduction to their origins, production and distribution*, Building Industry Distributors Trade Education Scheme Course B. No. 3.


**TEXTILE CRAFTS**

**Textile Crafts: Wool Worker**


International Wool Secretariat, no date. *Warp and Weft*. 
Bibliography of Rural Crafts and Trades

International Wool Secretariat, no date. Woollens and Worsted. 
International Wool Secretariat, no date. Wool in History. 
International Wool Secretariat, no date. Wool through the Ages 
Lipson, E., 1921. The History of the Woollen and Worsted Industries, A. & C. Black Ltd. 
Mairet, E.M. 1939. Handweaving Today: traditions and changes, Faber. 
Mairet, E.M. 1940. Vegetable Dyes, Faber. (Reprint of 1924 edition) 
Thompson, W.G. 1914. Tapestry Weaving In England from the Earliest Times to the End of the XVIIIth Century, Batsford. 
Tovey, J. 1965. The Technique of Weaving, Batsford. 

Textile Crafts: Rope and Net Makers 

39
Rees, Abraham, 1819. *New Cyclopaedia of Arts and Sciences*, vol. xxx.

**Textile Crafts: Lace Maker**
Jackson, E.N. 1900. A History of Handmade Lace, Gill.
Moody, A. Penderel 1907. Devon Pillow Lace: its history and how to make it, Cassell.
Nottingham, P. 1976. The Technique of Bobbin Lace, B.T. Batsford.
Page, E. 1930. Lace Making, Pitman.
Palliser, Mrs B. 1910. A History of Lace, Low, Marston & Co.
Simeon, M. 1979. The History of Lace, Stainer & Bell.
Treadwin, Mrs, no date. Antique Point & Honiton Lace, Ward Lock & Tyler.
Wright, Thomas 1919. The Romance of the Lace Pillow, Olney. (Reprinted 1971)

LEATHER CRAFTS: General
Carnell, H.A. 1950. Leather, Gill.
Waterer, J.W. 1951. Leather and Craftsmanship, Faber.
Waterer, J.W. 1968. Leather Craftsmanship, G. Bell & Sons Ltd.
Watt, A. 1890. The Art of Leather Manufacture, Crosby Lockwood & Son.
**Leather Crafts: Tanner**

**Leather Crafts: Currier**

**Leather Crafts: Saddler**
**Leather Crafts: Boot Maker**

[bootmaker, pp.229-235]
Sears, Joyce & Inglis, Tod 1993. ‘Down to the Last Detail’ in *The Tool and Trades History Society Newsletter*, no. 40, Winter, pp.43-52. [lastmaking at John Lobb Ltd, St James’s Street, London]

**Leather Crafts: Clog Maker**

Anon. no date. *The Clogger and the Clog Maker*, Kirklees Museums Service Restoration Unit.


**OTHER CRAFTS**

**Horn Maker**

*Abbey Horn*, no date. booklet produced by Abbey Horn Co. Kendal.


Schaverien, Adele 2006. *Horn, its history and its uses*, Everbest Printing Co Ltd.

---
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